Rotary straighteners are ideal for straightening MI cable, wire, and tube. These bench top rotary straighteners can easily make straight lengths from a coil of material, without requiring the entire coil to be processed.

**Technical Specifications** of the RS-500 Model 4 Rotary Straightener (subject to change without notice)
- **Capacity:** Diameter .059”(1.5mm) up to .500” (12.7mm)
- **Speed** 10-50 feet/minute, depending on material diameter and hardness
- **Standard power supply:** 120V /60 Hz, 1 ½ HP, optional 220V / 50Hz also available
- **Dimensions** 16 ½” x 22” x 12”

**More Information**
- **Shipping weight:** ~104 lbs.
- **Supplied with 8 sets of 7/8” diameter bushings; the following diameters are standard:** .062”, .125”, .188”, .250”, .313”, .375”, .500”
- **Replacement bushings readily available**

Have additional questions about a product or service? Contact us at 208-522-0055 or send us an email. 

**Price:** $2,675